AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF  MAETIK  VAN  BUEEK.
There were unfortunately many others who had been prom and active in the support of General Jackson's election scarcely dissatisfied with the Cabinet selections. The best known and influential politicians of this description in Virginia and in £ Carolina very generally shared in that feeling; and what made matter more embarrassing to myself was the fact that they cc tuted a class with whom my relations both personal and pol had been the closest, who passed as my zealous friends and had been from the beginning and to a man, in favor of my 1 placed at the head of the new Cabinet. General Hamilton, of £ Carolina, a very prominent man amongst them, told my friend < breleng, as he informed me by letter before I left Albany, tha T went into the Cabinet I would cut my throat." There was ] ably not one of these malcontents more disappointed than m by the composition of the administration. I had been, perhaj too great a distance to be conveniently consulted on the subject the President elect, if he had been that way disposed, but my a tion had been throughout directed to other quarters. Except Ingham, the new Secretary of the Treasury, I had not heard either of the successful gentlemen had been proposed for the < net before I received the news of their selection. It was beside in my power to regard some of them, though deficient neith character nor in social or general respectability, as well adapt a satisfactory performance of the duties to which they had appointed. Thus situated I could not allow any consideration involving a sacrifice of personal honor to prevent my acceptan the President's invitation, and I continued my progress to the of Government with the same determination with which I hac Albany, that of contributing all in my power to secure the su of the administration.
It was after dark when I reached Washington and the coacl barely arrived at the hotel before it was surrouned by a crowd o plicants for office whose cases had been deferred until the Ca should be full. They followed me into and filled my room, w from a sofa on which my health compelled me to lie, I informed that it was my intention to pay my respects to the President ^ an hour, until the expiration of which time I would listen pati

